eBay is the world’s largest and most popular person-to-person trading community on the Internet. eBay pioneered on-line person-to-person trading by developing a web-based community in which buyers and sellers are brought together in an efficient and entertaining auction format to buy and sell personal items such as antiques, coins, collectibles, computers, memorabilia and toys. The eBay service permits sellers to list items for sale, buyers to bid on items of interest, and all eBay users to browse through listed items in a fully automated, topically-arranged, intuitive and easy-to-use on-line service that is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The eBay community today includes more than 100 million active users across the globe.

**We are seeking an individual to add to our team as an**

**“Analyst Intern”**

The Analyst Intern will be working with the European Central Finance Function supporting all EU markets and will be primarily based out of Bern, Switzerland. We are looking for an analyst to contribute in one of these five functions:

- Core Finance
- Controlling / Accounting
- Business Analytics / Data Scientist

An overview of what each one of these roles would encompass is provided below:

**As a Core Financial Analyst Intern** you will:

- Produce Financial analysis and presentation of corporate finance KPIs
- Support business partners during forecasting and reporting cycles
- Work on special projects such as business process transformation and marketing performance
- Be closely involved in core finance operations processes

**As a Controlling / Accounting Analyst Intern** you will:

- Collaborate closely with controllers and accountants on financial activities and month-end close processes
- Prepare and analyse specific accounting related statements
- Partner with various internal stakeholders such as the Core Finance or the Billing Team
- Assist in the preparation of internal & external financial statements
- Work on balance sheet review, outsourcing opportunities and enhancing cross-functional collaboration

**As a Business Analyst / Data Science Intern** you will:

- Research & apply econometric and machine learning techniques to forecast different business components
- Run tactical analyses supporting short-term business needs such as inventory analysis or conversion trends
- Analyse long term trends providing actionable levers to the business aiding critical decision making
- Work closely with analytics community eBay globally to create meaningful and automated reporting tools
Requirements:

- Currently enrolled as a Master student or recent Masters graduate
- High internet affinity and enthusiasm for e-Commerce
- Ability to work independently
- Very good command of spoken and written English
- Excellent Excel & Presentation skills
- Knowledge of SAP/BW systems would be a plus for the Core Finance & Controlling/Accounting role
- Advanced SQL knowledge would be a plus for the Business Analytics & Data Scientist role
- For the Data Scientist role:
  - Knowledge and experience of R is a must, Python and any other languages a plus
  - Experience with any one of the following domain is a must: econometrics, times series & signal decomposition
  - Knowledge of machine learning algorithms both supervised & unsupervised is a plus
  - Familiarity with ML tool-kits such as scikit-learn, h2o, caret, xgboost is a plus

What we offer:

- Be part of a team that helps to shape the shopping experience for the future
- Future career opportunities with international exposure via eBay’s multiple global locations
- A supportive environment that allows our employees to thrive and learn
- Industry standard competitive pay package coupled with quality health & wellness programs

Timing:

We are looking to hire for this position in the coming weeks with starting dates to be agreed with the candidate

Interested?

Please send your complete application to internships_ch@ebay.com